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Barangay Lubon is located in the beautiful municipality

of Tadian, Mt. Province. The so called “Land of the

Hardworking People”

It is basically a farming community producing variety of

agricultural commodities such as heirloom rice, Arabica

coffee, sugarcane and banana



In Year 2000, The Lubon

Rural Improvement Club was

organized by the Office of the

Municipal Agriculturist which

was then composed of 28

women

The group’s initial activity

was nursery operation and

fruit processing which was

marketed locally

Lubon RIC: Yesterday



Limited skills and knowledge on the

planned enterprise and business which

was then seedling production and fruit

processing

Limited capital to start the venture

Limited market outlet

Uncompetitive products

Limited knowledge on bookkeeping and

accounting

No concrete plan or direction of the

group

Challenges and Problems Met



Action planning and vision setting to

address the problems met

Networking with government agencies

and other established non-government

organizations

Empowering members to become active

and role model to the community by

exemplifying hardwork, honesty and

integrity

Actions taken to resolve the issue



Membership increased to 78

women and 22 male honorary

members.

Members are now gainfully

engaged in different income

generating projects either done

individually or as a group

These are: soybean

processing, etag processing,

rootcrop flour processing,

muscovado processing, swine

raising and organic vegetable

production

Products are consolidated at

the Barangay Food Terminal

which is jointly managed by the

RIC and BLGU.

Lubon RIC: Today



Lubon RIC Motto

“Sika nan mawawada nu 

bikas ya ub-ubbo nan 

ipagna”

“Blessings will flow if hardwork and

cooperation prevails”



Lubon RIC- Our Guiding Principles 

“Start Small, Dream Big”
We started with locally-available

resources and expanded our

imagination in transforming it into a

marketable commodity.

We transformed the underutilized

banana, cherry, sugarcane and

rootcrops which are sometimes left

rotten in the field due to lack of

market outlet into fruit vinegar, fruit

wine, jams, flour and muscovado



“Learn, Learn and Earn”
 Members and Officers regularly attends skills

trainings and seminars to continuously improve the

quality of our existing products, create additional

products and enhance our marketing and managerial

skills

Lubon RIC- Our guiding Principles 



“Spread Your Wings”
 We started marketing our products locally. However, thru

attendance to trade fairs and exhibits, we were able to

tap additional market outlets outside the municipality. For

example, the “balatinaw” rice variety is marketed thru

RICE Inc, an exporting firm of heirloom rice

Lubon RIC- Our guiding Principles 



“Think-Out- of- the Box”
 Lubon RIC ventured on new products such as soyadrink, tofu,

turmeric powder, etc which are not common in the community

before. This helped raised awareness in the community that

there are such stuff aside from the traditional products seen in

their market

 Members also engaged in online selling to go with the

marketing trend

Lubon RIC- Our guiding Principles 



“No Woman is an Island”
 We acknowledge that partnership between man and

woman is necessary such that the RIC accepted

honorary male members to help them in their ventures

 Lubon RIC continuously seeks technical and financial

assistance from various government and non-

government agencies to attain their objectives

Lubon RIC- Our guiding Principles 



“Share your Blessings”
 Lubon RIC as co-partner in the

management of the Barangay

Food Terminal sets aside 10% of

its net income as Community

Development Fund which in

previous years was used to

counterpart community projects

such as in the construction of

sugarcane processing facility

 RIC members re-echoes the

learnings gained from trainings

and seminars during general

assemblies of the barangay so

that other people may know

Lubon RIC- Our guiding Principles 



 We are proud to say that we are instrumental for the

success of the barangay in terms of agriculture which

is a consistent awardee in agricultural concerns in the

annual search for best performing barangay

With this humble story: 



We hope that we have inspired you in our own little ways

proving indeed the saying that:

With this humble story: 

“In Unity there is 

Strength”



“Iyaman, Matagotago

tako am-in


